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Minister refuses NFLA call for halt at Hinkley Point C
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NFLA responds to NDA consultation – more green power and
jobs needed
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NFLA media releases,
Jan 2022:
(On NFLA website)
• Nuclear Tax a
poisoned chalice (7
Jan)
• EDF case for AGRs
‘cracking up’ (12
Jan)

UK nuclear ‘entente’ with foreign partners not so ‘cordiale’
In

January,

Government
new

National

Security

Investment
investment

Mayors for Peace /
NFLA celebrate
TPNW ‘banniversary’
(21 Jan)

NFLA Briefings, Jan
2022
(on NFLA website)
• NFLA Briefing 224
Stranded in
Vladivostok: KIMO
International and
NFLA express
concern at
mysterious plight of
Russian nuclear
powered freighter
(21 Jan)
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Nuclear tax a ‘poisoned chalice’ for UK electricity customers
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NFLA backs European partners in taxonomy dispute
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Forthcoming
dates or meetings
of interest to
NFLA members
Labrats Webinar and InPerson Conference,
supported by M4P,
about British nuclear
test veterans
Sat 19 February, 9.30am
– 5pm.

Come celebrate 40 years of nuclear free Wales
On
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23,

marks
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1st ‘Banniversary’ represents start of year of action on nukes
Treaty. This will be a

Cymru CND Webinar
The Convener of Shetland Islands
40th Council
Anniversary
of staff
the
with councillors and
planting a Hiroshima gingko tree by
Nuclear
Free
Wales
Shetland Library (photo courtesy
Shetland Island Council)
Declaration
Wed 23 February

Members of the UK and

Speakers include the NFLA
Welsh Forum Chair.

celebrate

Details of how to register to
follow.

Treaty

Prohibition of Nuclear

favouring

Joint Webinar, CNDNFLA-Nukewatch on
nuclear transport
Thurs 3 March 6.307.30pm.
‘Nuclear convoys: did you
know that nuclear
warheads could be driving
through your town?’

Weapons on 22 Jan.

disarmament,

Speakers include the NFLA
Steering Committee Chair.
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In other news, the First
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States

Parties to the Ban Treaty
in Vienna has now been
postponed to the summer.
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European
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into force in 2021.

The link to register is here:
https://cnduk.org/
events/nuclear-convoys-didyou-know-that-nuclearwarheads-could-be-drivingthrough-your-town/
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